Prevalence and risk factors of sleep breathing disorders in patients with acromegaly from Moscow region.
Assessment of prevalence and risk factors of sleep breathing disorders in patients with acromegaly from Moscow region. Cardiorespiratory monitoring was executed to 55 patients with acromegaly (18 men and 37 women): 27 patients with de novo disease, 28 patients on treatment of acromegaly (including 18 patietns with uncontrolled and 10 - with controlled acromegaly). All subgroups did not differ on sex, BMI and age. Also 24-hour monitoring of arterial blood pressure was carried out in 39 patients (12 men and 27 women, 14 patients with de novo acromegaly, 15 and 10 patients with uncontrolled and controlled acromegaly, respectively). The high prevalence of sleep breathing disorders (SBD) was revealed in patients with acromegaly from Moscow Region. SBD was found in 92.6%, 83.5% and 70.0% patients with newly diagnosed, uncontrolled and controlled acromegaly, respectively. The majority of patients had severe/moderate SBD in all subgroups (78.8%, 72.2% and 60.0%, respectively). In patients with newly diagnosed and uncontrolled acromegaly index of apnea-hypopnea (31 and 38.5 respectively), number of apnoe episodes (76 and 72) and saturation level (93% and 93.5%) did not differ significantly while these parameters were better in patients with a controlled acromegaly (apnea-hypopnea index 20, apnea episodes 45.5 and saturation level 95%). The peak of desaturation was subphysiological in 91.7%, 86.7% and 77.8% of patients with newly diagnosed, uncontrolled and controlled acromegaly, respectively. Severity of SBD did not depend on GH and IGF-1 levels as well as acromegaly duration. Such all-population risk factors of SBD as BMI and age were valuable for patients with acromegaly, however gender did not matter. SBD were associated with lack of physiological decrease of systolic and diastolic night BP. Acromegaly per se is a strong risk factor of sleep breathing disorders. The high prevalence of sleep breathing disorders in patients with acromegaly even after achievement of control over a disease emphasized need of specialized treatment of these violations.